“If not for the chants we sing, God would not have created the world – indeed,
all creations are chanting at all times, as is written in Isaiah 40:16:
‘From the ends of the earth we heard singing and chanting’
(2nd-century Rabbi Akiva)

New Weekly Series of

Kabbalistic Shamanic Meditation, Chant and Qirtan
Led by

Rabbi Dr. Miriam Maron, PhD, MA, BSN, RN

Author of Ancient Moon Wisdom:

The Kabbalistic Wheel of Astro-Mystery and its Relationship to the Human Experience

With Additional Musical Accompaniment by Bogdan Knezevich
Every Monday Evening 7-8:15 PM throughout June
With a hiatus in July, and resuming in August
(check website for August schedule)

in the scenic foothills of Simi Peak, in Thousand Oaks, CA
ALL FAITHS AND CULTURES WELCOME!

Chant and Meditation are powerful ancient tools of
everyday refinement and essential means of restoring and
promoting physical, emotional, and spiritual balance by
deepening awareness and nurturing the soul. The efficacy of
these practices has in recent times become increasingly
acknowledged and lauded by modern science, and continues
to be a growing subfield of neurological research. The term
Qirtan is Sanskrit, and implies a mantric call-and-response
style of chanting, a weaving of phrases that acknowledge the
gift of being here in this life and experiencing the bliss of

simply existing, absent all the external distractions that often
blur our vision and our senses from what is good in this life.
Jewish Shamanic practices of Qirtan are very ancient and
intended to draw us into the ecstatic experience of the loving
union of all beings with Ey’ma Eela’a, the Great Mother, the
divine force that moves all existence into becoming, and that
breathes aliveness into all stones, plants, animals and
humans. The phrases and incantations of these chants are
ancient and powerful, preserved for thousands of years in
both Hebrew and Aramaic. The core gift of all three practices

lies in their magical capacity to free our spirits from
impediments that inhibit our personal unfolding, and to reawaken our longing for the embrace of the un-nameable, un-

definable and elusive Mystery who is all Love and who dwells
within and beyond Creation.

What They Say About Rabbi Miriam
“Miriam is a great priestess whose
chants and teachings are truly
stunningly beautiful and represent
an evolutionary leap in Hebrew
mystical consciousness.” -- Dr.
Mariana Caplan, PhD, author of Eyes
Wide Open: Cultivating Discernment of the
Spiritual Path (Winner of Five National
Book Awards)

“Rabbi Miriam Maron is an
incomparable healer who embodies
the capacities, skills, and
knowledge requisite of a shamanic
master.” – Dr. Avram Rubin, MA,
PhD, Psychotherapist, Anthropolgist,
Sefad, ISRAEL

“Miriam’s chants and teachings are
spirit medicine. They take me up
into mysterious oceans of time and
space. They weave me through
infinity. They connect me to the
oneness of creation.” -- David
Carson, Choctaw Elder and Pipe Carrier;
Author of Crossing into Medicine Country;

co-author of 2013 Oracle: Ancient Keys to
the 2012 Awakening

“Dr. Maron’s use of ancient
teachings, song, chant, movement
and imagery gently opens the gates
to access the soul, allowing healing
shifts within the realms of psyche
and spirit, which helps to bring
forth a more fully-realized Self.” -Marc Weigensberg, M.D., Director of
Pediatric Endocrinology, LA County and
USC Medical Center;

“My experience with Miriam is that
the healing intention of her chant,
spoken word, and touch is infused
with the wisdom of the Divine
Mystery flowing through her. My
heart says that this woman is
authentic – that she will be
regarded years from now as one of
the most important women healers
and teachers of Kabbalah of our
times.” -- Susan Gaustad, Red Wing,
MN

$15
To register, please RSVP by writing to:
Miriam@MiriamsCyberWell.com

